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July 26, 2021
Hello everyone!
During the 2019 TDI Biennial Conference, no one had any inkling the next two years would bring unprecedented, even
cataclysmic, changes – the COVID-19 pandemic, George Floyd’s death and the Black Lives Matter movement, and the U.S.
presidential election, to name a few major examples.
In the past fifteen months, to slow down the spread of the pandemic, people all over the world were compelled to wear masks,
practice social distancing, and conduct work and personal business remotely. These changes highlighted and exacerbated the
communication barriers Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and DeafBlind people already face daily.
We have learned just how much we rely on technology for our communication and to access information. We have had to
be resourceful (which is nothing new to us but this time at a much more accelerated pace) to find ways to communicate and
obtain information during this “new normal.” Speech-to-text apps, video conference and telehealth platforms, and clear masks
(admittedly low-tech but useful for many nonetheless) are some of the more common examples.
We also have become more mindful of the importance of being intentional, consistent, persistent, and meaningful in incorporating
diversity, equity and inclusion into the world of Information and Communications Technology. There clearly is a lack of diversity
among those who have access to broadband and technological resources, resulting in widespread inequity and exclusion. This is
also true for many Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and DeafBlind people of color, who are unemployed or underemployed, live in rural
areas, and/or were not afforded the education to become proficient in the use of technology. And certain segments of the hearing
loss population such as those who are fully Deaf and Blind or who have mobility or cognitive challenges have yet to experience
the level of access the rest of us have.
The new U.S. presidential administration, with its heightened support for people with disabilities, presents an opportunity for TDI
to reset its priorities and to build new relationships for policy advocacy purposes.
With all the changes noted above, we realized the perfect theme for TDI’s 2021 Biennial Conference is “Reset and Reconnect.”
To reset and reconnect is what we all sorely need. Yes, we will have our conference this summer, but it will be wholly virtual. I
am excited to inform you that our conference will retain several traditional features familiar to many of you: plenaries, breakout
sessions, panel discussions, and the awards ceremony. Our keynote speaker will be the Federal Communications Commission’s
Acting Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel.
The conference will also feature the best of what is possible virtually, including interactive experiences. In addition to the latest
updates on the technological features and services that are familiar to us, we will for the first time include video conferencing
platforms and telehealth services as topics. And Eric Kaika, TDI CEO, will have a fireside chat with consumer advocacy leaders.
Finally, in addition to directly addressing the topic of diversity, equity and inclusion in a panel discussion, efforts are being taken
to ensure that the slate of presenters and panelists is more diverse than in years past. Admittedly, this is not an easy task given
the well-documented paucity of diverse populations within the Information and Communications Technology industry, but TDI
recognizes this is a years-long effort and is committed to setting an example through all aspects of its operations and activities.
I truly believe TDI’s 2021 Biennial Conference will provide you an auspicious and rewarding way to reset yourself as a
stakeholder in communication equity and to reconnect with like-minded movers and shakers, primed for a new era of increased
productivity and success in the world of accessible Information and Communications Technology!

Jan Withers, TDI President and Board Member, Southeast Region
Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, Inc. (TDI)
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July 26, 2021
Hello and Welcome!
I am thrilled to share with you news of our first ever virtual conference. This will also be my first conference as
the new CEO of TDI and I am excited to be able to present such an inspiring event despite having to face brand new
telecommunication hurdles in the midst of a pandemic.
Discussions between staff and board members led us to tweak the format while staying true to our annual tradition of
celebrating and spotlighting the industry leaders of our tomorrow. We have an exciting lineup of live and pre-recorded videos
that participants will be able to view. We are striving to meet the same standard of engagement between presenters and the
audience even if the event is being held virtually.
We are especially excited to have Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel as the keynote speaker. Bobbi Cordano, Barbara Kelley,
and Howard Rosenblum will join us as the first guests of the new Fireside Chat program that I will be hosting. We are also
very fortunate to have Dr. Leah Cox and Dr. Kimberly Knackstedt join the conference as plenary speakers.
This year we will present virtual panels that include a wide range of topics like next generation relay, automated captioning,
access to tele-platforms, gaming accessibility, diversity and inclusion, and broadband. Our live panels will have moderators
that will field questions from the audience.
In this issue, we provide an overview of each day’s programs, presenters, panelists, and other TDI conference-related
functions such as the President’s Reception, TDI Awards, and Closing Ceremonies.
An unexpected bonus of having a virtual event grants us the ability to archive all videos and make it available to all members
on our website. This important resource will be available to be viewed in posterity and will become a part of our digital
history.
We will be wrapping up this event with a survey in order to help us chart a path for the years to come. We acknowledge that
in the past our geographical location may have prevented some participants from attending our conference. Your feedback
will be invaluable as we craft a hybrid conference that will be successful at serving a larger number of consumers.
It is with profound gratitude that I must recognize our sponsors. These wonderful companies are what supports, drives and
inspires our mission. We are able to host this conference biennially due to these sponsors. Learn who our sponsors are on
page 46
TDI would also not be able to present this conference without the dozens of volunteers, speakers, moderators and staff that
work together to pull this off. I am honored to be a part of this wonderful circle of people that make this incredible event
happen.
Sincerely yours,

Eric Kaika, CEO
Telecommunications for the Deaf & Hard of Hearing, Inc. (TDI)
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Monday
FCC TOWNHALL
TDI and the FCC’s Disability Rights Office continue its longstanding tradition of hosting a
Town Hall meeting. Every two years, deaf and hard of hearing consumers have the opportunity for direct, face-to-face communication with the policy makers that help implement and
enforce accessibility in America’s communications law and regulations. We’ll get updates
from the Commission on recent updates and priority issues at the FCC. DHH consumers
can also engage in a Q&A discussion with the panelists.

Filing a complaint or
seeking assistance

Panelists:

Diane Burstein
Suzy Rosen
Singleton
Eliot Greenwald
Will Schell

You have multiple options to contact the
FCC if you wish to file a complaint or
seek assistance:
File a complaint online at fcc.gov/
accessibilitycomplaints
By phone: 1-888-CALL-FCC (1-888225-5322) for general inquiries,
or 202-418-2517 for accessibility
inquiries
By videophone for ASL users:
1-844-432-2275
By email: dro@fcc.gov
By mail (please include your name,
address, contact information and as
much detail about your complaint
as possible):
Federal Communications Commission
Consumer and Governmental Affairs
Bureau
Consumer Inquiries and Complaints
Division
45 L Street NE
Washington, DC 20554
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Host:

Mark Seeger

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
THE TOWN HALL

Monday
THE FIRESIDE CHAT
The Fireside Chat is a new program within the TDI Conference. Hosted by the CEO of TDI, the audience
will have a candid view into the discussion and thoughts of three outstanding leaders in DHH access
and education. We’ll learn about what they think related to creating accessibility policy, being active in
creating a diverse, inclusive and equitable experience, and what the world may look like now that we are
adapting to hybrid virtual and in-person models.

Guests:

Bobbi Cordano
Barbara Kelley
Howard Rosenblum

Host:

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Eric Kaika
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Tuesday

NEXT GENERATION RELAY
Next Generation Relay panels discussion will revolve around what the future of relay should look like.
Today’s definition of a phone call no longer means having a handheld device. With the rise of teleconferencing platforms, connected and non interconnected VoIP devices, smart watches, TVs, and speakers, it
is becoming much easier to make a telecommunications call using any device connected to the internet.
However, our relay systems were built when the public switched telephone network (PSTN) was the
primary network for everyone. Thus our relay services are not interoperable with any of the latest communication devices. Are we seeing a slow decline of our relay services, will we once again be stuck with
a “green monster”-like TTY device? Or can we advance relay services and achieve a way to directly connect with any party and converse in a language most comfortable for all of us? Join us and explore what
the next generation of relay services should look like.
The VRS panel will focus on Video Relay Services, IP-CTS on Internet Captioned Telephone Service,
while the DeafBlind panel will talk about the their current barriers with accessing relay, their needs for
access, as well as designing a relay system that works for the Deafblind.

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

VRS Panelists:

Zainab Alkebsi
Spencer Montan
Lance Pickett
Michael Scott

Moderator:
Jim House

IPCTS Panelists:
CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Nathan Gomme
Eliot Greenwald
Lise Hamlin
Dixie Ziegler

Moderator:
Tina Childress

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

DeafBlind Relay
Panelists:
Keith Clark
Gabrielle Joseph
René Pellerin
Bill Wallace

Moderator:

John Kinstler
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is proud to sponsor
TDI’s 24th Biennial
Conference!

EVERYONE

IS A GAMER
is proud to sponsor
TDI’s 24th Biennial Conference!
www.theESA.com

We proudly support TDI and it’s
outstanding work to empower
individuals with hearing loss,
their families and communities.

accesswireless.org

Tuesday
NO MORE CRAPTIONS
No More Craptions panels will talk about the latest captioning issues in Television, Web/Internet, and
Captioning Telephone Services. Automated speech recognition (ASR) is making advancements and
becoming used in CTS, online programming, and television. Since 2006, all broadcast and cable television programming must include captioning. In 2010, the 21st Communications and Video Accessibility
Act (CVAA) mandated that when those same broadcasted shows are shown on the internet, it must also
be captioned. But what about user-generated content (YouTube, TikTok, etc)? Is ASR an acceptable
solution? Does ASR meet the captioning standards of accuracy, synchronicity/timing, completeness, and
placement? There are currently no metrics in place to assess the effectiveness of ASR in TV, Web, and
IP-CTS. Panelists will talk about the strengths and weaknesses of ASR, when and where it should or
should not be used.

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Web CC
Panelists:

Joshua Pila
Rikki Poynter
Heather York
Sean Forbes

Moderator:

CM Boryslawskyj

IPCTS Panelists:
CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Cristina Duarte
Linda Kozma Spytek
Cre Engelke
Erik Srand

Moderator:
Matt Myrick

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

TV CC Panelists:
Karen Peltz Strauss
Christian Vogler
Larry Walke

Moderator:

Opeoluwa Sotonwa
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Tuesday
SHAPING AN ACCESSIBLE TELE-WORLD
The novel coronavirus, COVID-19, sent everyone to quarantine at home, thus cutting us off from our daily
interactions at work, school, and with our doctors. Suddenly navigating information, accommodations,
and meetings through tele-platforms brought on new accessibility barriers. For the most part, many of us
were able to work together and hurdle these obstacles, however there are still lingering limitations before
we can have a fully accessible tele-world. Our panelists, experts in teleconferencing platforms, health,
education, and advocates will guide us through the various areas we need to address to ensure we can
smoothly transition to a fully accessible and accommodating hybrid world.

Tele-Education
Panelists:
Sheryl Burgsthaler
Raja Kushalnagar
Chris Sano

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Moderator:
Mei Kennedy

Tele-Health
Panelists:

Lisa Bothwell
Mei Kwong
Suzy Rosen Singleton
Mike McKee

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Moderator:
Matt Myrick

Tele-conferencing
Panelists:
Roberto Cabrera
Sam Sepah
Christian Vogler

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Moderator:
Tina Childress
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Wednesday

WEDNESDAY PLENARY KEYNOTERS
An exciting line-up of accessibility experts from some of the biggest technology companies will be sharing how their products and services are designed for the deaf and hard of hearing community. We’ll hear
from representatives from Apple, Microsoft, Google, Amazon, and Facebook.
We’ll also learn what the RIT/NTID’s Center on Access Technology is developing, and how the Communication Service for the Deaf is mobilizing resources for our deaf communities. We’ll wrap up with a
incredibly thought provoking discussion by Dr. Leah Cox, who will explain the harm of racism and audism
to set-off Thursday’s diversity, equity and inclusion in technology’s discussion.

CLICK HERE TO
ACCESS THESE PLENARY
KEY NOTES
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To access these plenary keynotes, use https://us02web.zoom.
us/w/82732987618

Charter Communications is
proud to support TDI and its
24th Biennial Conference.
Collaborating with the deaf and hard of
hearing community allows us to better meet
the needs of all of our customers.

Microsoft Congratulates TDI on
their 24th Biennial Conference.
Microsoft’s mission is to empower every person
and every organization on the planet to achieve
more. This includes creating and delivering
technology that is accessible and functional for
everyone.

Microsoft.com/accessibility

Breaking
Barriers.
Achieving
Success.

is proud to sponsor
TDI’s 24th Biennial Conference!

Help grow the next generation of
deaf and hard-of-hearing leaders,
innovators, entrepreneurs, thinkers
and doers. Encourage high school
students in your community to visit
RIT/NTID.
To learn how we continue to break
barriers and achieve success, visit
rit.edu/NTID.

www.amazon.com

ritntid
@RITNTID

ritntid
youtube.com/ritntid

Thursday
GAMING FOR ACCESSIBLY
The 21st Century Video and Accessibility Act brought forth new legislation requiring advanced communication services and products to be accessible. This means VoIP services, electronic messaging, video
communications, hearing aid compatibility, audio description, pass through captioning, and more. Perhaps
the most complicated barrier was gaming and virtual reality devices. The gaming industry has come a long
way to ensure their products are accessible for deaf gamers to communicate with hearing players. We’ll
have DeafGamers.tv showing us how DHH players typically communicate in platforms that are audio or
text only. An RIT researcher will share their work in exploring augmented reality technology. And lastly, an
industry expert will talk about their accessibly work with virtual reality headsets.

Panelists:

Brandon ‘Zero’ Chan
Wendy Dannels
Mari Kyle
Chris ‘Phoenix’ Robinson

Host:

Mei Kennedy
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CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Thursday
DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION (DEI) IN
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT)
The growth of information and communication technologies (ICT) has been exponential. Telephones, televisions,
and radios used to be the primary way to transmit information. Now we have smartphones, speakers and watches,
the internet of things, video conferencing, satellites and much more. But are the latest technology offerings
designed for diverse populations? Does it provide an inclusive and equitable experience for all? This panel led by
Black, Indigenous, People of Color advocates will make us take a step back and really examine the disparity and
lack of ICT access the millions of intersectional deaf and hard of hearing people endure everyday.

Panelists:

Rogelio Fernández Mota
Isidore Niyongabo
Johnny Reininger, Jr.

Host:
Opeoluwa Sotonwa

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL
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Thursday
CONNECTING DHH TO BROADBAND PANEL
The 21st Century Video and Accessibility Act brought forth new legislation requiring advanced communication services and products to be accessible. This means VoIP services, electronic messaging,
video communications, hearing aid compatibility, audio description, pass through captioning, and more.
Perhaps the most complicated barrier was gaming and virtual reality devices. The gaming industry has
come a long way to ensure their products are accessible for deaf gamers to communicate with hearing
players. We’ll have DeafGamers.tv showing us how DHH players typically communicate in platforms that
are audio or text only. An RIT researcher will share their work in exploring augmented reality technology.
And lastly, an industry expert will talk about their accessibly work with virtual reality headsets.

Panelists:

Zachary Bastain
Shellie Blakeney
Sarah Leggin
Corian Zacher

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL

Host:

CM Boryslawskyj
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Thursday
CLOSING CEREMONY
Christine Sun Kim
The world renown deaf artist shows us the possibilities we can do with captioning by
removing an audist approach of texting only the spoken word. Check out her piece in
The New York Times about performing at the Super Bowl.

Ian Sanborn
The artist who beautifully performed “The Evolution of Communication”, which accurately portrays the history of DHH communication access will be sharing a new piece
to inspire communication equity. Check out his YouTube page for his other works.

Mervin Primeaux-OBryant
Will be performing “Hidden Gem: Mervin Primeaux-OBryant”, which contains three
of acclaimed song interpreted performances “I Will Always Love You”, “That’s What
Friends Are For”, and the latest “Midnight Train to Georgia”. Learn about his foundation here.

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
BREAKOUT PANEL
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2021 TDI Biennial Awards

The H. Latham Breunig Award for Humanitarian Efforts

The James C. Marsters Award for Promotion

CSD

DPANtv

This award is given to individuals, organizations, or companies who
have made outstanding contributions to the program or activities of
TDI.

This award is given to individuals, organizations, or companies who
have made outstanding contributions in improving accessibility in
telecommunications or media through promotion, marketing, or public
relations. The award may not necessarily be awarded every two years.

In making its decision, the Awards committee will examine the
nominee’s personal and professional contribution to TDI.

In making its decision, the Awards committee will examine the
nominee’s personal and professional innovation in raising public
awareness to create, use, or implement accessible communication
and information technologies.

The Robert H. Weitbrecht Award for
Telecommunications Access

ZOOM
This award is given to individuals, organizations, or companies who
have made outstanding contributions by any means to improve
accessibility in telecommunications and media.
In making its decision, the Awards committee will examine
the nominee’s personal and professional contribution to
telecommunication access for deaf and hard of hearing people.

The Karen Peltz Strauss Award for Public Policy

DHHCAN
This award is given to individuals who has made outstanding
contributions in improving accessibility in telecommunications, media,
and information technology through efforts in public policy development.
The award may not necessarily be awarded every two years.
In making its decision, the Awards committee will examine the
nominee’s personal and professional public policy proposals and its
inclusion of deaf and hard of hearing people.

The Andrew Saks Award for Engineering

JOE DUARTE
This award is given to individuals, organizations, or companies who
have made outstanding contributions in improving accessibility in
telecommunications or media through efforts in design, electronics, or
engineering. The award may not necessarily be awarded every two years.
In making its decision, the Awards committee will examine the
nominee’s personal and professional innovation in improving or
enhancing telecommunication access for deaf and hard of hearing
people.
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The I. Lee Brody Lifetime Achievement Award

CLAUDE STOUT
This award is given to individuals who has devoted time and energy
over an extended number of years to improve accessibility in
telecommunications, media and information technology.
In making its decision, the Awards committee will examine the nominee’s
personal and professional lifetime contributions in communication and
information access for people who are deaf and hard of hearing.

Individual Membership Application Form
As a TDI Member, you will automatically receive a copy of the Blue Book, our quarterly TDI
World, and e-Notes. Save time and postage! Renew online: TDIforAccess.org
Bold = required information.

Name (ﬁrst, middle, last):
Mailing Address:

(street)

(city) (state)

Email Address:

(zip code)

Birthdate:
Mobile
Phone:

Home Phone:

TDI Blue Book is now online: TDIBlueBook.com
TDI Blue Book is available online!
TDI members can manage their Blue Book listing.
Visit TDIBlueBook.com and add your contact information
for other TDI Members to get in touch with you.
Find businesses owned, managed, or marketed to deaf
and hard of hearing consumers.

Membership fees

Annual

Individual:

$25

Donations to TDI are Tax-Deductible Contributions (#35-1146784).
You will receive an end of the year contribution summary.

Membership fee:

$

Donation (optional) $
TOTAL

$

Credit card number:
Expiration:

CVV / CV1:

If paying by check, make payable to: TDI (bounced checks will incur $35 fee)
Mail form & payment: TDI, 940 Thayer Ave #8009, Silver Spring, MD, 20910

Thank you for supporting TDI !
21TDIW
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Access
does more
than open
a window,

it creates
a two-way
street.

Proud partners with TDI in driving communication access.
csd.org

PROUD SPONSORS OF THE

2021 TDI VIRTUAL
CONFERENCE

ZVRS and Purple
Complete Home Package
Learn more or apply at
get.purplevrs.com/complete
get.zvrs.com/complete

ZVRS.COM | PURPLEVRS.COM

Connect. Communicate. Empower.
T-Mobile Accessibility has telecommunication
solutions for everyday needs.
n
n
n
n
n

IP Relay
Teleconference Captioning
Relay Services
CapTel
Wireless Solutions

T-Mobile.com/access

FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS ANYONE BUT REGISTERED USERS WITH HEARING LOSS FROM USING INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP) CAPTIONED TELEPHONES WITH THE CAPTIONS TURNED ON. IP Captioned Telephone
Service may use a live operator. The operator generates captions of what the other party to the call says. These captions are then sent to your phone. There is a cost for each minute of captions generated, paid from a federally
administered fund. No cost is passed on to the CapTel user for using the service. Although IP Relay, Federal IP Relay, Federal Video Relay Service, and CapTel® can be used for emergency calling, such emergency calling may not
function the same as traditional 911/E911 services. By using IP Relay, Federal IP Relay, Federal Video Relay Service, and CapTel® for emergency calling, you agree that T-Mobile is not responsible for any damages resulting from
errors, defects, malfunctions, interruptions or failures in accessing or attempting to access emergency services through IP Relay, Federal IP Relay, Federal Video Relay Service, and CapTel®; whether caused by the negligence of
T-Mobile Accessibility or otherwise. Other restrictions apply. www.t-mobile.com/access T-Mobile, the T-logo, Magenta and the magenta color are registered trademarks of Deutsche Telekom AG. @2021 T-Mobile USA, Inc. CapTel
is a registered trademark of Ultratec, Inc.

Screen image simulated
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Participants
Biographies

BARBARA KELLEY became executive director in March 2016. As HLAA’s chief
executive officer, she is the primary spokesperson for the organization. She is responsible for overseeing the administration, programs, and strategic plan of the organization.

BILL WALLACE is an attorney advisor in the Disability Rights Office within the FCC’s
Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau. Prior to joining the FCC in 2020, he
was an in-house counsel with Verizon Wireless and Verizon, working on a variety of
wireless, cable, and accessibility issues for the company. Bill has 30+ years of
experience in communications law, having worked with broadcast, satellite, and
wireless communications companies in private practice for 15 years before joining
Verizon. He graduated from the University of Florida College of Law, and holds a
Ph.D. in Linguistics from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
BRANDON AKA ZERO, born deaf, grew up playing video games. He strives for
challenges that video games provide. He loves to cook various dishes and continues
to learn and pursue the best dishes he has ever cooked. He helps out Chris with video
editing for DeafGamersTV. He also enjoys messing around with Photoshopping fun
stuff for his friends to give them a good laugh.

CARRIE LOU GARBEROGLIO, PhD, is Director of the National Deaf Center on
Postsecondary Outcomes, based at the University of Texas at Austin. Her research
focuses on the psychological factors involved with transition, and strategies for
mitigating systemic disparities in deaf communities. Dr. Garberoglio has led the
development of many peer-reviewed publications, data reports, technical reports, and
research translations from English to ASL.

CASSANDRA “CM” BORYSLAWSKYJ
An Account Manager for ZP Better Together LLC (Purple Communications). She also
works as a part-time Deaf interpreter.
In past, she worked in various jobs such as assistant production at Hartford Flavor
Company making organic liquors, co-founder at non-profit service agency, Com-
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munication Advocacy Network Corporation which currently provides support services to the deaf blind,
and deaf senior citizens, and an underwriter consultant for Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield for more
than 15 years. In her volunteer time, she had worked at the Travelers Championship twice. Also, she
was actively involved in several organizations like the Connecticut Association of the Deaf, Connecticut
Council of Organizations Serving the Deaf, and Deaf Women United – as Secretary, Treasurer, then Vice
President and lastly, President, respectively. As appointed board member, she had served on the Board
of Trustees for Higher Education overseeing Community colleges in the state of CT, Bureau of Rehabilitation, and Northwestern CT Community College – the Deaf/HH program Advisory Committee.

Participants
Biographies

She is an MBA graduate from University of New Haven in Business Administration with specialization in
Telecommunications Management. She enjoys kayaking , gardening and researching family history.
PHOENIX (DEAFGAMERSTV)
Chris is a deaf gamer from Chicago. He has been gaming ever since the Nintendo
Entertainment System days. Chris advocates for Gaming Accessibility under the name
DeafGamersTV to educate how to be more inclusive toward deaf and hard of hearing
gamers that need proper accessibility features such as Visual cues, Subtitles, captioning, and more.

CHRIS SANO is a Deaf Software Engineer at Microsoft, currently working as a
technical lead for Microsoft Teams. In previous roles at Microsoft, he has worked on
Skype for Business on the Surface Hub, Office for Mac and Visual Studio. He was
also the developer behind Captionfish, a captioned movies search engine. He is
extremely passionate about driving an accessibility-first mindset in product development with the goal of ensuring that products like Teams provide an equitable experience for everyone. He has also presented on a variety of disability related topics as
they relate to software development as well as topics covering advancements in
technology for the Deaf/Hard of hearing.
CHRIS SOUKUP, CSD CEO AND BOARD PRESIDENT
A 2001 graduate of Gallaudet University, Chris has held diverse and progressively
responsible positions with CSD since the mid-1990s. Since 2005, he has been a
member of CSD’s executive leadership team and was appointed by the CSD Board
of Directors to lead this organization as chief executive officer in 2014. In this role,
he has represented CSD at national and international events relating to the deaf:
community-based forums, educational panels, and instructional workshops. Chris has
also served on a number of prominent committees and advisory boards.
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DR. CHRISTIAN VOGLER is a professor in the School of Science, Technology,
Accessibility, Mathematics and Public Health. He also is the director of the Technology
Access Program research group. He leads and co-leads multiple research grants that
focus on accessible technology for the deaf and hard of hearing. Topics include video
relay services, captioned telephone services, closed captions for TV and streaming
video, better consumer control over hearing aids and cochlear implants, next-generation smart home alerting systems, and accessibility of voice interfaces.
CHRISTINE SUN KIM explores the conceptual aspect of sound by connecting it to
acts of drawing, painting, and performance. Her projects include using the audience’s
voice as her own, conducting a group of people to “sing” with facial movements, and
composing visual scores with sign language and musical symbols. Check out her
piece in The New York Times about performing at the Super Bowl.

CHRISTOPHER (CRE) ENGELKE, PHD completed his PhD at UCLA in the fields of
Linguistic Anthropology and Applied Linguistics, where he did research on the design
and use of augmentative communication technology used by non-speaking peoples.
Cre directs research and development at Ultratec, Inc., the inventor of captioned
telephone technology and maker of CapTel. Cre has served as an invited expert to the
United Nations’ International Telecommunications Union in Geneva, Switzerland and
regularly presents to university, and professional groups in the United States, Australia, and the UK
CORIAN ZACHER’S work at Next Century Cities includes creating resources for
local officials and community leaders, tracking state and local broadband policy
initiatives, and fostering collaborations to identify varying needs and expand educational resources for the many local and state leaders who work tirelessly to improve
community connectivity through broadband access and adoption programs.

CRISTINA DUARTE works as the Director of Regulatory Affairs and In-House
Counsel for MezmoCorp (dba InnoCaption), a position she has held for nearly five
years. In this role, Cristina’s work spans the wide variety of regulatory, compliance,
and advocacy issues that currently face providers of accessibility technologies. As the
daughter of two individuals who have been hard of hearing since birth, Cristina brings
a passion about the fundamental importance of accessible technology such as IP CTS
to her work. Cristina received her J.D. from American University Washington College
of Law and her B.A. from Hood College. She also serves on the Board of Directors
for the Northern Virginia Resource Center for Deaf & Hard of Hearing Persons.
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DAVID BAHAR is a public policy and regulatory affairs veteran, a graduate of the
George Washington University’s Graduate School of Political Management, and is
currently the director of Telecommunications Access of Maryland. David has worked
with Congress, the White House, Federal agencies, and other advocacy groups to
advance telecommunications access and disability rights. He was heavily involved with
the 21st Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act and led efforts to
produce draft legislation to reform telecommunications relay services. He worked
behind the scenes to make sure VRS users were able to get 10-digit telephone
numbers for their videophones, greatly improving the 9-1-1 accessibility of VRS. He also helped develop
the industry’s first interoperable Web-based videophone, which launched in 2013 and eight years later
remains the only interoperable Web-based videophone in the VRS industry. He lives in Maryland and is
the proud dad of two young boys, and serves on the Board of Trustees of the Lexington School and
Center for the Deaf.
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DEBRA PATKIN is an attorney with the Disability Rights Office, Consumer and
Governmental Affairs Bureau, Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Her
areas of focus at the FCC include disability access to emergency communications
and captioning of video programming. Debra is also the Designated Federal Officer of
the FCC’s Disability Advisory Committee. Prior to joining the FCC, Debra was a staff
attorney at the National Association of the Deaf where her job duties included
litigating civil-rights cases, advocating on behalf of the deaf and hard of hearing
community, handling consumer inquiries regarding legal issues, and outreach/
education. Debra also worked as a litigation attorney at the Disability Rights Legal Center in Los Angeles,
California. Debra received her J.D. from the UCLA School of Law. She also has a M.A. in Linguistics from
Gallaudet University and a B.S. in Psychology from R.I.T.
DIANE BURSTEIN is a Deputy Bureau Chief of the Federal Communications
Commission’s Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau. As Deputy Bureau Chief,
Ms. Burstein helps to oversee the FCC’s Disability Rights Office, which develops
policies and programs to ensure access to communications for people with disabilities. Ms. Burstein joined the FCC in May 2019.
Prior to that, she was a Vice President and Deputy General Counsel for NCTA – The
Internet & Television Association, where she represented association members on
issues relating to the accessibility of services offered by the cable television industry.
Ms. Burstein also served as NCTA’s representative to the FCC’s Disability Advisory Committee.
Ms. Burstein previously was an attorney with Mintz Levin, where she practiced in the areas of communications and copyright law.
Ms. Burstein graduated from Wesleyan University and received her J.D. from Georgetown University Law
Center.
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DIXIE ZIEGLER is the Vice President of Hamilton Relay where she is responsible for
every aspect of the Relay business line. Dixie has more than 20 years of experience
working to ensure Relay consumers have access to the highest quality relay services
possible. She has had the privilege of working with many Relay stakeholders in the
Telecommunications Relay and Captioned Telephone industry over the last 20 years,
serving six years on the Disability Advisory Committee subcommittee as the IP CTS
Working Group chair. In 2019, she was appointed as a member of the third term
Disability Access Committee. Previously, Dixie was selected by the chair of the
Consumer Advisory Committee to serve as the TRS Subcommittee Chair and served two terms as a
council member of the National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA) Relay Advisory Council.
ELIOT GREENWALD is Deputy Chief, Disability Rights Office, Consumer and
Governmental Affairs Bureau, Federal Communications Commission, where he has
worked since January of 2011. He participates in proceedings involving telecommunications relay services (TRS), television closed captioning, real-time text, and implementation of the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of
2010 (CVAA), including advanced communications services, video description, TV
user interfaces, Internet captioning, emergency information, 911 calling, hearing aid
compatibility, and the National Deaf-Blind Equipment Distribution Program. He began
his career at the FCC in 1977, working in the former Common Carrier Bureau until 1982. He then
practiced at various law firms, concentrating on wireless, satellite, spectrum, and owner- ship issues,
including spectrum licensing, deployment of the initial cellular systems in the U.S., spectrum auctions,
mergers and acquisitions, and telecommunications finance. While at Bingham McCutchen, Eliot represented TDI pro bono for about 10 years before returning to the FCC in 2011.
ERIC KAIKA joined TDI in 2016 and moved through the ranks, becoming its Chief
Executive Officer in 2020. He has over 20 years of experience in nonprofits, as an
employee, board member, and volunteer. He graduated with a Bachelors’ degree in
government from Gallaudet University, and currently lives in Cheverly, MD with his
partner, Kaori Takeuchi, and daughter, Ria. He also serves as a board member for
Aspen Camp for the Deaf in Colorado.

ERIK STRAND is the CEO of MachineGenius, Inc., a company he founded in 2017
with the express purpose of bringing a modern, mobile, automated approach to IP
CTS. As the maker of Olelo Captioned Calls, MachineGenius was the first FCC-certified IP CTS provider to exclusively use Automated Speech Recognition for the generation of call captions. Erik has spent the last 15 years designing and building at-scale
systems using ASR for transcribing phone calls, and prior to that led teams building AI
systems for the extraction of meaning from free-form text. He has a B.S. in Brain and
Cognitive Science from MIT.
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G. NATHAN GOMME began his career with New Mexico Commission for Deaf and
Hard of Hearing in November of 2008 as a service coordinator, where he is currently
the Executive Director. Mr. Gomme has a wealth of experience in transition issues,
advocacy, ADA compliance, assistive equipment, a working knowledge of various
operating systems and virtual platforms, relay services, and has proven his leadership
skills both within the Commission for Deaf and Hard of Hearing, and in the community
through several projects with partner agencies. Mr. Gomme has been a lead member
to the Access and Functional Needs Task Force and Leadership group which includes
various state and local agencies. Currently Mr. Gomme is Vice-President of the New Mexico School for
the Deaf Board of Regents, Vice-Chair for the National Association for State Relay Administration,
Vice-Chair of the Telecommunications Equipment Distribution Program Association and a member of
various national and statewide organizations focusing on the needs of the Deaf, Deaf Blind, Hard of
Hearing, and Speech Disabled community.
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GABRIELLE JOSEPH. As an Executive Team member of American Sign Language
Services, Inc. (ASLS) and GlobalVRS, Gabrielle Joseph drives an exceptional staff of
over 100+ employees and vendors to provide the highest level of in-person and virtual
Sign Language Interpreting services to the community. By coupling 20 years of
corporate experience with innovative planning for the future, her team has assisted in
development of VRS software that targets the needs of the DeafBlind community and
beyond. The ASLS and GlobalVRS Leadership Teams fully support TDI’s ongoing
efforts to provide access for all.
GARY BEHM is an Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs and a senior tenured
faculty member who has been recognized for his excellence in teaching, research and
scholarship. He currently serves as the director of RIT/NTID’s Center on Access Technology, a center focused on addressing the needs of accessibility of Deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals. Gary has more than 30 years of professional engineering leadership
experience, and prior to coming back to RIT/NTID, he worked for IBM in various locations
throughout the country. Gary earned an B.S. in electrical engineering technology at RIT/
NTID, and M.S. in manufacturing systems engineering at Lehigh University.
HEATHER YORK, VITAC’s Vice President of Marketing and Government Affairs, has
been deeply involved in closed captioning and video accessibility at VITAC for 28
years. She is responsible for strategy and coordination of VITAC’s internal and external
communications, and oversees marketing, advertising, product development, corporate communications, and social and traditional media. Heather serves as VITAC’s
advocacy expert in various organizations, and worked with a cross-disability coalition
to ensure the passage of the 21st Century Video Accessibility Act, which ensured
individuals who rely on captions are not left behind as video is distributed via IP or
online. She also represented VITAC as one of four caption companies responsible for the creation of
captioning “best practices” issued by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as part of a
Report and Order in 2014, and has served three terms as a member of the FCC’s Disability Advisory
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Committee. She’s passionate about caption accuracy and technology and looks forward to the day when
all content is accessible.
HOWARD A. ROSENBLUM is the Chief Executive Officer of the National Association of the Deaf (NAD). He also serves as the Legal Director, and works closely with
the NAD lawyers on policy advocacy and litigation work. Mr. Rosenblum has been a
lawyer for twenty-nine years, including: ten years at the NAD; nine years as a Senior
Attorney at Equip for Equality, a nonprofit organization in Illinois; and ten years with a
private law firm. He currently serves as the legal advisor to the World Federation of the
Deaf. In 2010, he was appointed by President Obama to serve on the U.S. Access
Board and was reappointed in 2014. Mr. Rosenblum received his law degree from IIT
Chicago-Kent College of Law (1992), and his Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Engineering from
the University of Arizona (1988).
IAN SANBORN hails rom New Hampshire. He works as a community services
coordinator at Deaf Counseling, Advocacy & Referral Agency for the Eureka branch in
California. Performance, ASL storytelling, ASL poetry, and fiming are his interests.
Some of his works are recognized worldwide such as Tick Tock and Caterpillar (the
video that is mostly used in research for academic purposes, and has inspired one of
poets, Paul Hostovsky, to write a poem about it at Poetry Foundation’s poetry
magazine). His latest involvement with Deaf theater was with Deaf Broadway in NYC,
“Sweeney Todd” and “Sunday in the Park With George”. Both shows were performed
on Zoom during the pandemic which was a whole new challenge to everyone yet quite inspiring.
Instagram: iheartrout
YouTube: Ian Sanborn
Facebook Fan Page: Inside the Mind of Ian Sanborn
JAN WITHERS currently serves as the President and Southeast representative on
TDI’s Board of Directors. Jan also is the Director of the Division of Services for the
Deaf and the Hard of Hearing, North Carolina Department of Health and Human
Services. Prior to joining the Division, Jan served as the Director of Student Support
Services at the NC School for the Deaf in Morganton. She began her professional
career as a mental health therapist for Deaf and Hard of Hearing children. Jan is a
founding member and has served on the Board of Directors for the National Association of State Agencies of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. Jan received her Master’s
Degree in Counseling from Gallaudet University and a Bachelor’s Degree from Davidson College.
JENNY LAY-FLURRIE. Jenny is chief accessibility officer at Microsoft, leading the
company’s efforts to drive great products, services and websites that empower people
and organizations to achieve more. Her team is at the forefront of creating positive
experiences that apply technology to make a difference in the world and the lives of
individuals, from how we hire and support people with disabilities in employment to
innovative technology that aims to revolutionize what’s possible for people with
disabilities. With the help of her team and broad community within Microsoft, Lay-
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Flurrie leads many initiatives to empower people with disabilities both inside and outside of Microsoft.
She founded the Disability Employee Resource Group, Disability Answer Desk, hosts the annual Microsoft Ability Summit. Lay-Flurrie was recognized as a technology groundbreaker by CEO Satya Nadella in
Wired Magazine. Outside of Microsoft, Jenny is on the board of Gallaudet University and Team Gleason.
Was recognized as a ‘Disability Employment Champion of Change’ by the White House in October 2014
and as one of Fast Companies Most Creative people in business in 2017.
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JESSICA ROSENWORCEL Federal Communications Commission Acting Chairwoman Jessica Rosenworcel believes that the future belongs to the connected. She
works to promote greater opportunity, accessibility, and affordability in our communications services in order to ensure that all Americans get a fair shot at 21st century
success. She believes strong communications markets can foster economic growth
and security, enhance digital age opportunity, and enrich our civic life. From fighting to
protect net neutrality to ensuring access to the internet for students caught in the
Homework Gap, Jessica has been a consistent champion for connecting all. She is a
leader in spectrum policy, developing new ways to support wireless services from Wi-Fi to video and the
internet of things. She also is responsible for developing policies to help expand the reach of broadband
to schools, libraries, hospitals, and households across the country. Named as one of POLITICO’s 50
Politicos to Watch and profiled by InStyle Magazine in a series celebrating “women who show up, speak
up and get things done,” Jessica brings over two decades of communications policy experience and
public service to the FCC. Prior to joining the agency, she served as Senior Communications Counsel for
the United States Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, under the leadership of
Senator John D. Rockefeller IV and Senator Daniel Inouye. Before entering public service, Jessica
practiced communications law in Washington, DC. She is a native of Hartford, Connecticut. She is a
graduate of Wesleyan University and New York University School of Law. She lives in Washington, DC
with her husband and two children.
JIM HOUSE is the Disability Integration Manager for the Coalition on Inclusive
Emergency Preparedness (CIEP) at the Washington State Independent Living Council.
CIEP is a statewide advisory group that focuses on effective communications,
programmatic and physical access impacting people with disabilities and other access
and functional needs. As a subject matter expert, Jim participates in forums covering
access issues with emergency communications and information technologies.
In 2015, as a result of Jim’s ongoing leadership, Portland, Oregon enacted the first
captioning display ordinance requiring all TV sets in public places to display captions during business hours. This ordinance has been emulated in cities around the country, and in 2021,
Washington is the first to pass this statewide law.
As TDI’s former Public Relations Director for over 10 years, Jim was elected as a Board Member representing the Western Region in 2019. In 2018, he co-authored a book with Claude Stout, “A Path Toward
An Accessible World” a special TDI World Commemorative Issue documenting the organization’s first 50
years of advocacy.
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JOHN KINSTLER is the CapTel Outreach Marketing Manager and Product Manager
for Braille CapTel for Ultratec, Inc. in the United States. He has worked in the telecommunications industry for about 25 years. In recent years, he was actively involved in
the Madison, WI deaf and hard of hearing community, having completed his time
volunteering as the President of the Madison, WI Chapter of the Hearing Loss
Association of America (HLAA). Mr. Kinstler travels throughout the U.S. educating
consumers, businesses, and support organizations about telecommunications
technology for people with disabilities. He is now serving his 2nd year as Vice
President and final term as Midwest Region Representative on the board of TDI Board of Directors. Mr.
Kinstler worked as a professional deaf actor for many years and currently does stand-up comedy.
JOHN REININGER is a longtime advocate of the Deaf Community who has spent
most of his adult life recognizing and fighting for the needs of the Deaf and Hard of
Hearing.
John currently serves as Co-Chair for the ADA Committee for the City of Midwest
City, Vice President for Oklahoma City Association for the Deaf (OKCAD), an activist
for the CEJ of Oklahoma, Vice President of the Oklahoma Association of the Deaf, a
Regional Representative of Turtle Island Hand Talk (TIHT), and Coordinator for Deaf
Awareness Day (DAD) at the Oklahoma State Fair.
In 2009 he was recognized by OKCAD for his work in bringing Deafnation Expo to Oklahoma City. The
State Fair of Oklahoma recognized John for his work as Deaf Awareness Day Coordinator since 2016.
John is a tribal citizenship with the Muscogee/Creek Nation. He is a graduate of the Oklahoma School for
the Deaf and comes from a large Deaf family. He Is married to Roshea and has three children, all who are
Deaf. He holds two Associate’s Degrees from Oklahoma State University. One in Architecture in CADD
emphasis and the other in Building Inspection.
JOSHUA PILA is the General Counsel - Local Media and Video at Meredith Corporation (NYSE: MDP) and is based in Atlanta, GA. Meredith’s Local Media Group
includes 17 owned television stations reaching 11 percent of U.S. households. Mr.
Pila also is responsible for all legal services for the video elements of Meredith’s
National Media Group brands, including People, AllRecipes, Better Homes & Gardens, and others. In his role, Mr. Pila advises content creators, journalists and
business executives on First Amendment, regulatory, transactional, intellectual
property, distribution, employment, labor, and other matters.
Mr. Pila previously served as Senior Counsel for the former LIN Media, another television broadcaster.
Prior to his work at LIN, Mr. Pila was an associate at a large Washington, D.C. communications law firm,
focused on practice before the Federal Communications Commission.
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KAREN PELTZ STRAUSS has spent four decades leading nationwide efforts to
ensure that people with disabilities have access to communications and video
programming technologies. In the Obama and Clinton administrations, Strauss served
as Deputy Chief of the Federal Communications Commission’s Consumer and
Governmental Affairs Bureau, where she oversaw the agency’s disability proceedings.
Earlier in her career, representing Gallaudet University’s National Center for Law and
Deafness, the National Association of the Deaf, and Communication Service for the
Deaf, Strauss wrote and led efforts to achieve passage of landmark disability laws on
closed captioning, audio description, telecommunications relay services, hearing aid compatibility, and
accessible communications devices and services, including the 21st Century Communications and Video
Accessibility Act. Strauss has frequently presented expert testimony to Congress and regularly presents
at national and international accessibility conferences. In 2006, Strauss wrote A New Civil Right:
Telecommunications Equality for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Americans, providing a behind-the-scenes
history of our nation’s telecommunication accessibility laws. A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania
Law School, Strauss also holds an L.L.M from the Georgetown University Law Center and an honorary
doctorate degree from Gallaudet University, the latter for her work on communications access.
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LANCE PICKETT leads all marketing efforts for Sorenson Relay services, communication, and products. Lance is responsible for marketing strategy, tactics, messaging,
branding, and oversees events, video production, eMarketing campaigns, press,
community relations and internal and external marketing communications.
Prior to becoming vice president, and for 13 years, Lance served as the director of
technical support for Sorenson Relay (formerly Sorenson Video Relay Service®, or
SVRS®). His experience, combined with a thorough understanding of Sorenson
Communications and its products and services, uniquely qualify him as a leader. As a
member of the Deaf community, he leads corporate efforts to seek mutual understanding and collaboration between Deaf and hearing workers, cultures, and communities.
A graduate of Utah Valley University with a bachelor’s degree in multimedia communications technology, Lance brings to his position strong creative and technical skills. He has served as the founder and
producer for R.E.M. films for a decade, and since 2012 has worked as a producer for StreetLeverage, an
online destination for interpreters and the Deaf community.
LARRY GOLDBERG, Head of Accessibility, Verizon Media. Larry is Senior Director
and Head of Accessibility at Verizon Media. In this role, he directs a dedicated team of
accessibility professionals and ensures that Verizon Media’s products, services and
media offerings are as accessible as possible to people with disabilities. Verizon
Media brands all have mobile apps and websites designed and developed to conform
to the W3C’s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. The brands also produce dozens
of daily original programs - all of which are closed captioned. The Verizon Media
Accessibility Team also supports major industry-wide efforts to raise the level of accessible technology awareness and understanding, as well as depiction of people with disabilities in the
media, through projects such as The Disability Collection, Teach Access and XR Access. Larry joined
Verizon Media in June of 2014, having previously worked at WGBH Boston, where he founded and
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directed its National Center for Accessible Media (NCAM). Larry was directly involved in such groundbreaking legislation as the TV Decoder Circuitry Act, The Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the 21st
Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act. Before starting NCAM, Larry directed WGBH’s
Media Access Group and its Caption Center and Descriptive Video Service. He holds a patent for “Rear
Window,” a theatrical movie captioning system. Larry majored in Cinema Studies at SUNY Binghamton
and received a BA with honors in Broadcast Journalism from the University of Southern California.
LARRY WALKE, Associate General Counsel at National Association of Braodcasters.
He joined NAB in 2001, where has focused on safeguarding broadcasters’ spectrum,
broadcast ownership, the emergency alert system, political and other broadcast
advertising issues, and a variety of radio regulations. Larry graduated from Duke
University with dual majors in public policy studies and economics, and received his JD
from Washington University Law School in St. Louis, Missouri, where he served as an
executive editor of the Law Review. Larry began his legal career at the FCC, where he
worked on a broad range of broadcast and cable television policy issues during the
FCC’s implementation of the 1992 Cable Act and the 1996 Telecommunications Act. Prior to law school,
Larry worked on Capitol Hill as an aide to a U.S. Senator. Larry lives in Washington, DC, with his wife and
16 year old twins.
DR. LEAH COX currently serves as the Vice Provost for Equity and Inclusion and
Chief Diversity Officer at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In this capacity,
she provides leadership and vision while working collaboratively with all members of
the campus and surrounding community to create a more inclusive university for
students, faculty, and staff. She is a recognized leader and popular keynote speaker
who has created innovative programs and initiatives, led policy development and
strategic planning efforts and has designed a variety of different DEI training programs. Her work has directly influenced recruitment and retention endeavors for
academic institutions and businesses. With more than 30 years of experience working
in higher education, business, healthcare and community groups, she is recognized for promoting and
creating diverse, equitable and inclusive organizations. Her areas of specialization include personnel
development, recruitment, retention, disability awareness, cultural competency, student success and
higher education leadership. She is a skilled trainer, mediator and certified coach who facilitates dialogue
surrounding difficult issues and supports conflict resolution efforts.
Before joining Carolina, Dr. Cox served as the inaugural Vice President for Inclusion and Institutional Equity at
Towson University. During her time at Towson, the university was recognized with several awards and distinctions, including the Insight Into Diversity Higher Education Excellence in Diversity Award (HEED) in 2020, Truth
and Racial Healing Institute (2020), and U.S. News & World Report’s Top 100 most diverse campus communities ranking. Prior to that, she served as the Special Assistant to the President and Chief Diversity Officer at the
University of Mary Washington in Virginia, where she oversaw the institution’s diversity and inclusion efforts, Title
IX, as well as student success programs and college access programs for underrepresented students. She also
spent many years working at Gallaudet University leading the university’s first minority student affairs office.
Leah Cox obtained her Ph.D. in Counseling and Personnel Services from the University of Maryland, College
Park; Master’s degree in Rehabilitation Counseling from the University of Arizona and a Bachelor’s degree from
Western Maryland College in Art/Teacher Education.
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LINDA KOZMA-SPYTEK is Senior Research Audiologist in the Technology Access
Program of Gallaudet University. She also co-directs the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Technology Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center at Gallaudet University, funded
by the National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research.
Her research includes investigating the use of Internet Protocol-Captioned Telephone
Service (IP-CTS), the compatibility of digital cellular telephones and hearing aids, and
the accessibility of VoIP telephony applications for individuals with hearing loss. She is
active in standards development and public policy that addresses communication
technology and services and serves as a Technical Advisor to Hearing Loss Association of America (HLAA).
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LISA BOTHWELL is a Program Analyst in the Office of Policy Analysis and Development at the Administration for Community Living. Lisa provides recommendations on and
develops health policies that promote independent living and incorporate disability rights
and the rights of older adults based on feedback from the aging and disability networks,
congressional reports, statutes, health studies, legislations, and other supporting data
and materials. Areas of focus include telehealth, 1115 Medicaid waivers, effective
communication, and assistive technology. Prior to ACL, Lisa worked as a Disability
Integration Advisor in several different divisions of FEMA over the course of six years,
deploying to more than 15 disasters. Prior to joining the federal government, Lisa was a student attorney in
law school focusing on Fair Housing Act conciliations and landlord-tenant racial and disability discrimination
cases. Lisa also has experience working for several nonprofit organizations including the Louisiana protection
and advocacy agency and TDI. Lisa holds a Juris Doctor with a Civil Law certificate from Loyola UniversityNew Orleans and a B.A. in Mass Communications from Texas State University-San Marcos.
LISE HAMLIN joined the Hearing Loss Association of America’s (HLAA) national
staff as director of public policy in April 2008. Ms. Hamlin, who has hearing loss
herself, has worked as an advocate for people with hearing loss for over 22 years. She
currently represents HLAA on federal advisory committees such as the FCC’s
Disability Advisory Committee (DAC); industry advisory groups, including AT&T’s
Advisory Panel on Access and Aging (AAPAA), and consumer coalitions like the Deaf
and Hard of Hearing Consumer Advocacy Network (DHHCAN). She has also taken
part in developing, maintaining and presenting training programs on hearing assistive
technology, the Network of Consumer Hearing Assistive Technology Trainers (N-CHATT) and on emergency preparedness under the TDI initiative CEPIN. Ms. Hamlin fields emails and calls daily from
consumers with hearing loss who experience barriers to employment, technology, access to public places
and telecommunications access and works directly with them to help overcome those barriers.
MARI KYLE is a Game Producer with Oculus Studios. As a producer, she works
with the development and publishing of Oculus studios games. Previously, she was a
part of the Oculus Store Operations team that assessed each application for Go, Rift,
and Quest publishing on the Oculus Store. Before Oculus, she worked in content
development at Sony working with film, television, and interactive media titles. She has
a masters degree in interactive media and game design from USC and in her spare
time she is an indie game developer. She specializes in game go-to-market strategies
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and game design and her work focuses on advocating for diversity, accessibility, equity, and inclusion in
the games industry and supporting diverse voices
.

MARK SEEGER, the proud CODA son of Texas School for the Deaf educators, is a
lifelong communication advocate. Born in Austin and a graduate of the University of
Texas, Mark began his career at the Texas Commission for the Deaf and Hard of
Hearing. Here, he was instrumental in the State Legislation that set the standard for
24/7 Relay Services nationwide. Mark joined CSD as a Government Affairs Officer
shaping the VRS reimbursement regulations for early providers. Now, as a freelance
ASL interpreter in medical and court settings, he has the flexibility to travel with his
husband, Jeff Harper.
MATT MYRICK, AT&TLead Product Development Engineer has been with AT&T for
17 years. Myrick currently resides in Southern California; his current responsibilities
include accessibility compliance. His role is to ensure that business units like Warner
Media, DirecTV, Human Resource, Consumer, Business, Technology & Platforms and
project teams have in-depth understanding pertaining accessibility rules and regulations (WCAG 2.1 and CVAA). Myrick graduated from Gallaudet University in 2001
with a bachelor’s degree in human biology. Myrick spends his free time traveling,
mountain biking, saltwater fishing, camping and BBQing
DR. MEI KENNEDY, with firsthand experience, provides strategic consulting service on
integrating technology in support of improving the learning experience for deaf/hh
students. Prior to obtaining her doctorate degree in Instructional Design for Online
Learning from Capella University, she worked in the Academic Technology department at
Gallaudet University, Washington, DC, and the Thinking Reader project with Center for
Applied Special Technology, Boston, MA. She currently resides in Austin, Texas with her
husband and two boys. She is a parent, and an advocate, of a hearing son with autism.
MEI WA KWONG, JD has over two decades of experience in state and federal policy
work. She is the Executive Director for the Center for Connected Health Policy (CCHP),
the federally designated National Telehealth Policy Resource Center. She has written
numerous policy briefs, crafted state legislation and led several coalition efforts on a variety
of issues. Ms. Kwong has published articles on telehealth policy, is recognized as an expert
in her field and has been consulted by state and federal lawmakers on telehealth legislation
and policy. Ms. Kwong is a graduate of the George Washington University Law School.
MERVIN PRIMEAUX- OBRYANT is professional dancer, An alumni of Philadelphia’s
University of the Arts with a AA in Modern Dance, He has he attained outstanding credentials in its world-renowned as an actor, director, co-director, choreographer, International
Deaf Performer, and Artist and assistant director for Quest Visual Theatre for the deaf and
hard of hearing and occasional ASL sign consultant in theatre, music videos, ASL Coach,
mentor, deaf rights, LGBTQ rights, and advocates and traveling the world. Currently, he is
the founder of Mervin Primeaux-O’Bryant foundation and Co-founder of Def Lens Media.
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DR. MCKEE is a family physician with clinical and research expertise in disability health. As a
deaf physician, he is especially interested in advocating for the rights of Deaf and hard of
hearing patients to obtain equitable health care including accessible communication. His
research focus includes health disparities for individuals with various disabilities, health
information accessibility, health literacy, and telemedicine applications. Dr. McKee is on board
of the Association of Medical Professionals with Hearing Losses(link is external) (AMPHL).
He is also currently an appointed member of the Roundtable on Health Literacy of the
National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. He is the director for the
MDisability and the Deaf Health Clinic. He is also a co-director for the Center for Disability Health & Wellness.
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MICHAEL SCOTT is an Attorney Advisor with the Disability Rights Office of the
Federal Communications Commission. Michael joined the Disability Rights Office in
2016 and primarily works on issues concerning telecommunications relay service and
real-time text. Prior to joining the FCC, he was a Hearing Officer for the Massachusetts
Department of Telecommunications and Cable, which oversees all telecommunications
and cable business in Massachusetts. Michael began his legal career as a staff
attorney for a consumer advocacy non-profit organization focusing on telecommunications and utility issues.
MONICA DESAI: Monica is the Global Head of the Connectivity & Access Policy
group at Facebook, where she focuses on issues involving infrastructure, spectrum,
accessibility, online communications service providers, and net neutrality. Prior to joining
Facebook, she spent over a decade in senior positions at the Federal Communications
Commission, including service as Deputy Chief of the Wireless Bureau where she
focused on spectrum issues and infrastructure deployment, legal advisor to an FCC
Commissioner where her portfolio focused on spectrum and international issues, Chief
of the Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau, which develops all policies and
rules in connection with accessibility issues, and Chief of the FCC’s Media Bureau, which has oversight
over broadcasters and cable companies, and which oversees captioning policies. She was previously a
partner at the law firm of Squire Patton Boggs, where her practice included counseling clients on a range
of policy advocacy and compliance issues, including spectrum, accessibility, messaging and video
competition. Monica received her JD, cum laude,from Georgetown University Law Center, and her BBA in
Finance, magna cum laude, from the George Washington University. She studied Economics at the
American College of Switzerland.
DR OPEOLUWA SOTONWA is the Commissioner for the Massachusetts Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. An accomplished international thought leader;
Dr. Sotonwa has been involved with disability rights issues since becoming a lawyer in
Nigeria – He was instrumental in the drafting and passage of Nigerian disability rights
law. In Missouri, he was involved in drafting and passage of over twenty legislation –
some of which have established hearing aids distribution programs, statewide support
service for DeafBlind Missourians who are Deafblind, Missouri Commercial Driver
License law, repositioned Missouri 911 Service for Next-Generation 911, and overhauling of Missouri state Interpreters Certification System, and statewide data of Deaf and Hard of Hearing
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population. Dr. Sotonwa has played key roles within and outside Deaf communities in the United States
and African countries. He was formerly the Vice President of National Black Deaf Advocates (NBDA) and
Board Chairperson. Dr. Sotonwa is currently a board member of TDI. He recently served as the technical
lead member of a consortium of African disability rights law experts that drafted the Nigerian Disability
Rights Law modules funded by the Open Society Initiative for West Africa (OSIWA). Dr Sotonwa holds
an LL.M. Degree (Master of Laws) from Howard University School of Law in Washington, D.C. He also
holds an LP.D. Degree (Doctor of Law and Policy) from Northeastern University in Boston Massachusetts..
PETER KORN is the Director of Accessibility at Amazon Lab126, and leads the
development of accessibility features for Amazon’s devices. His career in accessibility
spans nearly three decades, and includes: developing assistive technologies, accessible platforms, and accessibilities applications; developing accessibility standards
and guidelines; and building accessibility programs in multiple IT organizations.
He led development of the VoiceView screen reader for Fire TV, Fire tablets, and
Kindle devices; magnification and the innovative Text Banner assistive technology for
Fire TV; and extra-large fonts to Fire tablets, as well as Switch Access for people with
motor impairments. He initiated the first access features for voice interfaces: Alexa Captioning and Tap
to Alexa; as well as Show and Tell for Alexa and Real Time Text for Alexa Communications. He facilitated
key improvements to React Native accessibility, technology used by hundreds of applications that can all
now be far more accessible. He collaborated with Prime Video, helping bring over 2,800 audio described
titles and hundreds of thousands of closed captioned titles to the Prime Video catalog. And he helped
develop the accessibility features of Amazon Hub Locker – the first delivery and return kiosk that is selfvoicing, and accessible to people who are blind or low vision, as well as for people who need an accessible locker height (within ADA reach ranges). Taken all together, many millions of people today use the
accessibility features built into over 100 million Amazon devices.
Peter was a member the U.S. Access Board’s Section 508 Refresh Advisory Committee, contributing to
their refreshed Accessibility Guidelines; and a founding member of the World Wide Web Accessibility
Initiative, where he is currently contributing to WCAG
RAJA KUSHALNAGAR is the Director of the Information Technology program in the
Department of Science, Technology and Mathematics at Gallaudet University in
Washington, DC.
His research interests encompass the fields of accessible computing and accessibility/intellectual property law, with the goal of improving information access for people
with sensory disabilities. In the accessible computing field, he investigates information and communication access disparities for people with sensory disabilities. For
example, he investigates how technology can aid access to multimodal communication
or information through speech-to-text, i.e., captions or subtitles, and sign language interpreters. In the legal field, he advocates for laws and policies for access and inclusion for people with sensory disabilities,
such as automatic captions or audio description.
He also serves on organization board committees that focus on the inclusion of persons with disabilities
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in computing fields, including the Computing Research Association – Widening Participation, Teach Access and Special Interest Group on Computer-Human Interaction.
He has mentored 91 plus undergraduates and 8 graduate students. He has received over $4 million in
grants and has published over 50 peer-reviewed publications. He can be reached at raja.kushalnagar@
gallaudet.edu
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RENÉ PELLERIN grew up in Vermont, attended Austine School and Gallaudet
University. He and seven relatives have Usher Syndrome.
His work life has included DEAF, Inc. (MA), and 17 years at Vermont VocRehab, most
as an SCD. René’s last four years of work were as the Coordinator for Vermont Center for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing. René was instrumental in the passage of laws
supportive of the Vermont Deaf community and interpreters. He has taught numerous workshops on being DeafBlind and on Haptics. His new passion is communicating the need for “Touch” for the DeafBlind and community access through SSPs.
RIKKI POYNTER is a 29-year-old deaf content creator, writer, accessibility consultant, and public speaker based in Charlotte, North Carolina. She has spent eight years
on YouTube talking about accessibility online and offline and her efforts have gotten
the attention of YouTube, Google, Apple, and more.

ROBERTA CORDANO became the 11th president of Gallaudet University on January
1, 2016. Prior to Gallaudet, Cordano was the vice president of programs for the
Amherst H. Wilder Foundation in Saint Paul, Minnesota. Cordano held the position of
assistant dean for the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the University
of Minnesota where she also served as the director of disability services in the Office
of Multicultural and Academic Affairs. Cordano began her career as an assistant
attorney general for the State of Minnesota. Cordano is a founding member of Metro
Deaf School, a pre-k through eighth grade, a bilingual-bicultural charter school for deaf
and hard of hearing children in St. Paul, and a founding board member of Minnesota North Star Academy,
a bilingual-bicultural charter high school for deaf and hard of hearing students.
ROBERTO CABRERA is a Outreach Consultant--DeafBlind Specialty with the
Colorado Commission for the Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and DeafBlind. Roberto is one of
the leading mentors with the DeafBlind Interpreting National Training and Resource
Center. Roberto is known for his organization work with Council de Manos. Roberto is
a second-generation DeafBlind and an advocate for equal access to promote the
quality lifestyle in the community of choice.
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ROGELIO FERNÁNDEZ MOTA was born and raised in the heart of the border: El
Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez, México. He attended Gallaudet University and
received a Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems. Rogelio also served
as the president and vice-president of the Hispanic Student Organization on campus.
He has been a longtime activist involved in social justice with Latinx Deaf Organizations. He is currently an advisory board member of Manos de Tejas that he founded in
2006, a board of director of Communication Service for the Deaf, a board of director
of CSD Social Venture Fund, and a board of director of Mozzeria. He also served as
an advisory board member of National Interpreter Education Center, a board member of Texas School for
Deaf Foundation, World Association of Sign Language Interpreters, and a former president of the national
organization Council de Manos.
He is an ambitious leader with over 17 years of professional experience in community relations, outreach,
marketing, and sales, mainly in the telecommunications relay industry. Through Rogelio’s consulting company, Manos Communications, he and his wife Dr. Carla García-Fernández have worked closely with Latinx
Deaf populations across the United States and overseas.
SAM SEPAH is an inspirational high-tech leader and is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) /
Research Product Manager at Google. He has worked for well-known organizations for
more than 15 years: Google, National Institutes of Health (NIH), U.S. Department of
Labor (DOL), International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), GE-NBC Universal,
Siemens, Sprint, MCI, and Apple. Sam was the youngest person appointed by the
Governor of Vermont to serve on the Commission on Employment for People with
Disabilities. Throughout his career, he has provided counsel to over 400+ managers
and executives. Sam possesses a Bachelor’s degree in Social Science and Multimedia, and a Master’s degree in Human Resources Management. Outside of work, Sam often does speaking
engagements at national and international conferences. He loves mountain biking, hiking, golfing and
international travel with his wife and two daughters.
SARAH HERRLINGER is Director, Global Accessibility Policy & Initiatives, Apple.
Sarah leads Accessibility for Apple — including Apple’s award winning VoiceOver
screen-reader software for people who are blind, Made for iPhone Hearing Aids, and
other initiatives we create that support Apple’s culture of inclusion. At Apple, Accessibility is championed as a basic human right and influences all Apple platforms. Since
joining Apple in 2003, Sarah has served in several key Accessibility roles, including in
Apple’s Education organization, focusing on the use of Apple technology to support all
learners, as well as defining the Accessibility product strategy across the Apple
ecosystem. Sarah holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from DePauw University and a Master of Business
Administration from the Stanford Graduate School of Business.
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Life-changing Solutions
for People With Hearing Loss

When it comes to hearing on the phone, Hamilton® CapTel® makes
all the difference. Reliable and accurate captions of what’s said to
you over the phone ensures clarity on every call – eliminating the
frustration even a simple phone call can make.
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FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS ANYONE BUT REGISTERED USERS WITH HEARING LOSS FROM USING INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP) CAPTIONED TELEPHONES WITH THE CAPTIONS TURNED ON. IP Captioned Telephone Service may use a live operator. The operator generates
captions of what the other party to the call says. These captions are then sent to your phone. There is a cost for each minute of captions generated, paid from a federally administered fund. To learn more, visit fcc.gov. Voice and data plans may be required when
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SARAH LEGGIN is a Director of Regulatory Affairs at CTIA. Sarah advocates for the
wireless industry before the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and other
federal agencies on various consumer protection issues such as mitigating robocalls
and improving access for people with disabilities as well as other matters including
wireless infrastructure policy. In furtherance of these efforts, Sarah serves on various
working groups through her service on the FCC’s Consumer Advisory Committee and
Disability Advisory Committee.
Prior to joining CTIA, Ms. Leggin advised communications companies on a variety
of regulatory, policy, and transactional matters before the FCC, Department of Justice, and Congress at
Hogan Lovells US LLP and at Steptoe & Johnson LLP. Ms. Leggin also brings to CTIA her experience as
a law clerk for FCC Commissioner Robert McDowell.
Sarah graduated from Duke University and received her J.D., cum laude, from American University Washington College of Law, where she was an editor on the ABA-sponsored Administrative Law Review and
a student attorney in the Intellectual Property Law Clinic, drafting an amicus brief on behalf of consumer
groups on telecom and copyright matters. Sarah is admitted to the bars of Virginia and Washington, D.C.

daughters.

SEAN FORBES, an alumna of Rochester Institute of Technology ’08, is the co-founder
of D-PAN, The Deaf Professional Arts Network. Since 2006, D-PAN has been creating
accessible ASL centric videos starting access to popular music. In 2016, after
realizing more than music was not accessible, Sean and the D-PAN team created
DPAN.TV The Sign Language Channel, a home for ASL videos. In 2019 D-PAN
launched ASL Captions a deaf centric captioning company to provide captioning and
transcription services. Sean is an accomplished deaf musician who has performed all
over the world, but loves being home in Detroit with his partner JoJo and their two
SHELLIE BLAKENEY represents T-Mobile before federal government agencies and
in industry coalitions.
Her general focus is on consumer protection matters, including disabilities access and
public safety.

Ms. Blakeney joined T-Mobile in 2005 from the Federal Communications Commission
where, as an associate chief in the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, she was
responsible for developing policy and regulations on matters involving public safety
radio communications. During her tenure at the FCC,
Ms. Blakeney also served as Legal Advisor to the Chief of the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau.
In that role, she provided counsel to the Bureau Chief on a variety of wireless issues, including matters
before the Bureau’s Mobility and former Public Safety and Private Wireless Divisions.
Currently, Ms. Blakeney represents T-Mobile on the FCC Disability Advisory Committee and is a former
member of the Board of Directors for the World Institute on Disability. In addition to these roles, she was
appointed to the FCC Advisory Committee on Diversity and Digital Empowerment as T-Mobile’s representative and has served as Co-Chair of the Federal Communications Bar Association’s Diversity Committee.
Ms. Blakeney is a Leadership Council on Legal Diversity Alumna and received the T-Mobile Peak Achieve-
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ment Award in recognition of her outstanding performance at the company. A graduate of Florida A&M
University’s School of Business and Industry, Ms. Blakeney received a B.S. in Business Administration.
She also holds a J.D. from Syracuse University’s College of Law and an M.A. from the S.I. Newhouse
School of Public Communications.
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DR. SHERYL BURGSTAHLER founded and directs Accessible Technology Services—which includes the DO-IT (Disabilities, Opportunities, Internetworking, and
Technology) and the IT Accessibility Technology (ITAT) Teams—at the University of
Washington. These dynamic groups promote (1) the development of self determination skills, use of mainstream and assistive technology, and other interventions to
support the success of students with disabilities in postsecondary education and
careers and (2) the universal design (UD) of learning opportunities; facilities; websites,
media, documents and other IT; and services to ensure that they are accessible to,
usable by, and inclusive of individuals with disabilities.
SPENCER MONTAN is a project manager for NTID/RIT’s Center on Access
Technology, and oversees the projects of access technologies for the Deaf and hard
of hearing individuals. He has a background of co-founding accessible start-up
companies with Deaf business partners. He has the foundations of developing
relationships with customers and business channel partners, and experience in sales
and marketing. He is passionate about finding technological solutions to improve the
quality of living for people who are Deaf and hard of hearing. Spencer obtained his
B.S. and M.S. in business management from Cal State University, Northridge, and
Rochester Institute of Technology.
SUZY ROSEN SINGLETON, a native user of American Sign Language, is the Chief
of the Disability Rights Office of the Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau of
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Since 2016, she oversees rulemaking proceedings and stakeholder activities to ensure accessible emergency communications, modern communication technologies, and video programming for millions of
individuals with disabilities. Since 1992, her disability policy expertise involved work
as a litigator for the California Center for Law and the Deaf, government affairs
counsel of the National Association of the Deaf, special education law compliance
officer of the U.S. Department of Education, the ombuds of Gallaudet University, and an attorney with the
FCC. Suzy is a member of the bar of the District of Columbia and holds a Juris Doctor from the UCLA
School of Law, and a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from the University of California, Berkeley.
TINA CHILDRESS, AU.D., CCC-A is an educational audiologist in the mainstream
and residential school settings. She is also an award-winning presenter, adjunct
lecturer, mentor for children and adults, and is active on various local, state and
national Boards and Committees as well as social media. As a late-deafened adult
with bilateral cochlear implants, her areas of expertise include assistive technology for
visual and auditory communicators, advocacy to promote accessibility in venues such
as the performing arts and virtual conference platforms, apps and psychosocial
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adjustment to hearing loss. Dr. Childress has created numerous online resources on a variety of technology and accessibility-related subjects in an effort to help individuals who are Deaf/Hard of Hearing
connect to the world around them.
WENDY A. DANNELS is an Associate Research Professor and the Director of the
XR Accessibility Solutions Laboratory (XR-ASL) within the National Technical Institute
for the Deaf (NTID) Research Center on Culture and Language at Rochester Institute
of Technology. Her goal is to generate collaborative partnerships that will assist lifelong
deaf learners, particularly putting them on an equal footing in terms of accessibility
issues. Her team develops real-time, immersive, and interactive technologies including
mixed, augmented, and virtual reality with a focus on accessible and inclusive experience especially for deaf children and adults. Prior to joining NTID, Dannels worked for
several engineering corporations for more than 17 years. She is a subject matter expert in product design/
development and digital engineering/manufacturing, especially from prototype or service to marketplace.
She is awarded a patent, “Hydrogen Sensor with Air Access.” She can be reached at w.dannels@rit.edu.
WILL SCHELL serves as an Attorney Advisor at the Disability Rights Office of the
Federal Communications Commission where he, among other things, is the team lead
of the DRO complaints team; drafts various guidance and orders; and, engages in
outreach with the disability community. Will also serves as the Deputy Designated
Federal Officer of the Commission’s Disability Advisory Committee, which provides
advice and recommendations to the Commission on a wide array of disability issues
within the FCC’s jurisdiction.
Prior to working at the Disability Rights Office, Will was a disability rights attorney at
the Office for Civil Rights in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and before that at Disability Rights California, California’s Protection and Advocacy agency where he represented students in
special education hearings and participated in Olmstead class action cases in various stages of litigation.
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ZACHARY BASTIAN, Zachary Bastian leads strategy in disability, consumer, and
senior organizations for Verizon. In 2019, he received the Consumer Technology
Association’s Technology and Standards Achievement Award, recognizing his
leadership in developing a standard for audio-based indoor navigation systems serving
people who are blind or low vision. Zachary serves on the FCC’s Disability Advisory
Committee, and numerous non-profit advisory boards. He’s passionate on how
technology can enhance personal autonomy, allowing people with disabilities to live
where and how they choose. Zachary holds a BA from the University of Texas, and a
JD from George Washington University Law School.
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ZAINAB ALKEBSI, ESQ. is the Policy Counsel at the National Association of the
Deaf (NAD). In this role, she advocates for federal regulatory and legislative changes
to improve the quality of life of deaf, hard of hearing, late-deafened, deaf with mobile
disabilities, and DeafBlind people in many areas including: transportation, telecommunications, employment, technology, and more. As part of her work, she advocates at
federal agencies - through meetings and filing comments - and with various industry
stakeholders. She also leads the NAD’s Policy Institute, which oversees the development of position statements. Prior to joining the NAD, she served as Deputy Director
at the Maryland Governor’s Office of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing where she coordinated the office’s
legislative and policy efforts. Licensed to practice law in Maryland, she is also the President of the Deaf
and Hard of Hearing Bar Association (DHHBA). She received her law degree from the University of
Baltimore School of Law (2012) and her Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from University of Maryland,
Baltimore County (2009).
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
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Thank You!
This conference would not be successful without the support and assistance from these phenomenal people.
We deeply appreciate everything you have done. And to all those who participated in the conference, thank you
everyone!
A.J. Sondossi
Amy Cresap
Andi Roane
Angela Rogers
Ashley Gutierrez
Blake Reid
Bo Kaplan
Bob Brewster
Bonnie Mahnick
Brian Suchite
Caitlyn Shorts
Cameron Larson
Chaz McFadden
Christina DeHart
Claude Stout
CM Boryslawskyj
David Poland
Delara Derekhshani
Derek Fagerstrom
Diana Markel
Don Feigel
Emely Rodriguez
Erin Sanders Sigmon
Frank Lamancusa
Gabriella Wojtanowski
Gerard Williams
Jacquelyn Greenberg

Jaime Hjort
Jan Withers
Javier Tabares
Jeffrey Riordan
Jessica Rafuse
Jill Dixon
Jim House
Jimmy Linares
Jo Gayle
John Kinstler
Josh Seal
Judy Yang
Juliet Barbin
Kaori Takeuchi
Kari Bahl
Kelly Schindele
Laura Moy
Lauren Brown
Lisa Perry Burckhardt
Lonnie Ko
Mark Seeger
Megan Lucsko
Mei Kennedy
Melanie McKay Cody
Melissa Yingst
Michael Creason
Michael Sullivan

Monica Mendez
Opeoluwa Sotonwa
Pat Graves
Patrick Smith
Pine Tree Society
Rachel Magoon
Ray Pecora
Ria Takeuchi Kaika
Robin Shannon
Rosa Lee Timm
Sarah Goolishian
Sarah Wheeler
Sericia Stemper
Shara Winesburg
Sign Language Interpreting Professionals
Stephen Clark
Susie Dezelan
Tamar Finn
Teddy Boyent
Tess Crowder
Tina Childress
Tony Barraza
Topher González Ávila
Vyron Kinson
William Thayer
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CONFERENCE ATTENDEE INFORMATION
The Conference will be recorded

Pro Tips Zoom Conference Platform

NOT YOUR AVERAGE

UNIVERSITY

For the best viewing experience, we recommend joining using a computer (PC or Mac) and the latest Zoom client application (https://
zoom.us/downloads). Tablets, phones, and Chromebooks are not
fully supported.
Your microphone, video and chat box will be disabled.
If you have questions for the panelists, you can submit them through
the Q&A feature in the platform.
Conference Format
There will be a mix of Live and Pre-recorded programming.
All Live programming will have Q&A engagement between attendees
and panelists.
Specific breakout sessions may require may a separate webinar link.
Details will be post at the conference.
Main Conference Room — main.tdiconf.com/room
1:30p DeafBlind Relay — breakout.tdiconf.com/DeafBlind
1:30p VRS Relay — breakout.tdiconf.com/VRS

Learn more about the admission process.
apply.gallaudet.edu/apply
Meet us online and explore a world of
possibilities! gu.live/GUWebinars
Gallaudet University is not your average
university. Our Bison come from all over
the world and all walks of life. Their
stories are a testament to how Gallaudet
University helps students grow and
blossom. With exceptional opportunities
to learn, research, and express
themselves, Gallaudet truly is a garden for
growth and a place for people of all
backgrounds to flourish. It’s so much more
than just a University.

Meet Daniella, a Bison with
small town roots, and learn
how Gallaudet was her
stepping stone to confidence
gallaudet.edu/youruniversity

1:30p IPCTS Relay — breakout.tdiconf.com/IPCTS
2p TV CC — breakout.tdiconf.com/TV
2p Web CC — breakout.tdiconf.com/WEB
2p IPCTS CC — breakout.tdiconf.com/IPCTS

800 Florida Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
www.gallaudet.edu

CONNECT WITH US

@GallaudetU

4:30p TeleCONF — breakout.tdiconf.com/teleCONF
4:30p TeleEDU — breakout.tdiconf.com/EDU
4:30p TeleHEALTH — breakout.tdiconf.com/teleHEALTH
Free Gift and Apple Door Prize Drawing
The first 250 Attendee registrats will receive a free gfit from TDI. This
will be mailed to your home in 3-4 weeks.
To qualify for the Apple prize drawing, you must:
Register for the confernce
Complete the PRE-conference survey
Complete the POST-conference survey
Surveys will be emailed to the address you used to register for TDIConf21

Is proud to sponsor
TDI’s 24th Biennial
Conference!
Deaf-Owned Video Relay Service

CONNECTING
MADE EASY
Whether it’s voice or text,
from across the street or
across the country, you can
rely on Ultratec technology
to keep you connected.

All your telephone needs:
TTYs & captioned telephones

www.ultratec.com
1-800-482-2424 (V/TTY)

PROUD
SPONSOR
OF TDI

service@ultratec.com

CAPTEL® CAPTIONED TELEPHONES
THAT FIT YOUR LIFESTYLE.

Low Vision Model
CapTel 880i

Traditional Model
CapTel 840i

CapTel 2400i
includes Bluetooth®
wireless technology

FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS ANYONE BUT REGISTERED USERS WITH HEARING LOSS FROM USING INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP) CAPTIONED TELEPHONES WITH THE CAPTIONS
TURNED ON. IP Captioned Telephone Service may use a live operator. The operator generates captions of what the other party to the call says. These captions are then sent to your
phone. There is a cost for each minute of captions generated, paid from a federally administered fund. No cost is passed on to the CapTel user for using the service. CapTel captioning
service is intended exclusively for individuals with hearing loss. CapTel® is a registered trademark of Ultratec, Inc. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned
by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Ultratec, Inc. is under license. (v2.6 10-19)

